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Outline: Dark-Matter Axions

Why axions?
Axions and dark matter
Axions and QCD
Focus on three “Flagship searches”:
RF-cavity searches and variants
Solar axion searches
Laser searches
Comments & challenges

Conclusions
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The longstanding problem of dark matter

1932BAN.....6..249O

Kapetyn 1922

Recognized by
Oort 1932
… then Zwicky, Smith …
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What do we know about the nature of dark matter?
Its not normal matter or radiation and it’s “cold”
(2) Is dark matter made of, e.g., light
neutrinos?
Probably not: fast moving neutrinos would
have washed-out structure.
Dark matter is substantially “cold”.

(1) From light element abundance:
Dark matter probably isn’t bowling balls
or anything else made of baryons.

(3) “Dark matter: I’m much more optimistic
about the dark matter problem. Here we have
the unusual situation that two good ideas
exist…”
Frank Wilczek in Physics Today
Frank’s referring to WIMPS and Axions
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Why does QCD conserve the symmetry CP?
1973: QCD…a gauge theory of color.
QCD theory embedded the observed conservation of C, P and CP.
1975: QCD + “instantons” ⇒ QCD is expected to be hugely CP-violating.
Volume 59B, number 1
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PSEUDOPARTICLE SOLUTIONS OF THE YANG-MILLS EQUATIONS
A.A. BELAVIN, A.M. POLYAKOV, A.S. SCHWARTZ and Yu.S. TYUPKIN
Landau Institute f o r Theoretical Physics, A c a d e m y o f Sciences, Moscow, USSR

Received 19 August 1975
We find regular solutions of the four dimensional euclidean Yang-Mills equations. The solutions minimize locally
the action integrals which is finite in this case. The topological nature of the solutions is discussed.
In the previous paper by one of the authors [1]
the importance of the pseudoparticle solutions of the
gauge field equations for the infrared problems was
shown. By "pseudoparticle" solutions we mean the
long range fields A u which minimize locally the YangMills actions S and for which S(A) < ~. The space is
euclidean and four-dimensional. In the present paper
we shall find such a solution. Let us start from the
topological consideration which shows the existence
of the desired solutions.
All fields we are interested in satisfy the condition:

through the field Au*. It is easy to check that
1

q = -811"
- 2 e vh7 Sp fFpvFxTd4x.
To prove this let us use the identity:

QCD on the lattice:
euvxTSpFu F x =a J
CP-violating instantons inda 3D
(sort of)
= ear-i* Sp(Ao(O~tA8 + ~ATA6))"
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Fur=OvA v - O v A a + [A ,Av]

"-> O .

(1)

From (4) follows:
q=

if

What’s an axion? (1) The “QCD Axion”
There’s something disturbing about the Standard Model:
The Standard Model violates P and CP, we expect QCD to violate P and
CP, yet QCD does not.
For instance, why doesn’t the neutron have an electric dipole moment?
expect dn ≈ 10-16 e cm;
measure dn < 10-27 e cm
This leads to the “Strong CP Problem”: Where did QCD CP violation go?
1977: Peccei and Quinn: Apply Higgs-like physics to the problem:
Posit a hidden broken U(1) symmetry ⇒
1) A new Goldstone boson (the axion);
2) Axion VEV & field nulls QCD CP violation.
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What’s an axion? (2)

Viable Theories

weak CPV without
strong CPV,
baryogenesis without
nonminimal flavor and CP
Violation
other dark matter
other quantum gravity than
string theory (or mechanism
to avoid string theory axions)
….

Natural and Elegant Theories

Theories
with dark
matter
axions

No CPV,
large EDMs,
MFV but no
baryogenesis….

A. Nelson
10
Wednesday, April 25, 2012
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What’s an axion? (3): Selected axion couplings
It couples like a low-mass π0
The important two-photon coupling
A process with small model uncertainty
Exploited in certain searches

A process with large model uncertainty
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Kolb & Turner

What’s an axion? (4) Summary properties
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Axion bounds: Decades of effort
… starting with
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Lower bounds on the mass of a light scalar (Higgs) or pseudoscalar (axion) particle are found in three ways:
requiring that their effect on primordial nucleosynthesis not yield a deuterium abundance outside
present experimental limits, (2) by requiring that the photons from their decay thermalize and not distort
the microwave background, and (3) by requiring that their emission from helium-burning stars (red giants)
not disrupt stellar evolution. The best bound is from (3); it requires the axion or Higgs-particle mass to
be greater than about 0.2 MeV.

(1) by

I.

INTRODUCTION

It has recently been shown that astrophysical
considerations may limit the properties of weakly
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in the usual SU(2) 8 U(1) gauge theory. For instance, in a recently proposed9 gauge theory
based on the group SU(2)~ SSU(2)s U(1), not all

8

of the scalar particles couple to fermions,

some

Selected limits on dark-matter axion masses and couplings
near the “window”

How good are
these constraints?

Focus on:

SN1987A & white dwarf
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RF-cavity
Solar
Laser

Search 1: RF-cavity experiments.
RF-cavity experiments exploit the axion 2-photon coupling

The axion couples (very weakly, indeed) to normal particles.
(µeV-mass axions live around 1050 seconds.)
Recall the axion’s 2γ coupling has relatively little axion-model dependence

gaγγ

Axions constituting our local galactic halo
would have huge number density ~1014 cm-3
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RF-cavity axion search: Dark-matter axions and
electromagnetic fields exchange energy

System noise matters:
The search speed is
quadratic in 1/Ts
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ADMX: Axion Dark-Matter eXperiment
1 of 3 “Gen 2” dark-matter searches
U. of Washington, LLNL, U. of Florida, U.C. Berkeley,
National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
U. of Virginia, Sheffield U., FNAL, LANL, PNNL, + …

X Design Magnet with insert

Magnet cryostat

4m
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ADMX hardware
high-Q microwave cavity
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Experiment insert

… A high-frequency (high-mass) cavity operates in parallel
higher-mass cavity

main cavity
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Piezoelectric motors:
nanometric positioning

Enabling technology:
Quantum-limited SQUID-based microwave amplification

• SQUIDs have
been measured
with TN ~ 50 mK
• Near quantum–
limited noise
• This provides
the enormous
increase in
ADMX sensitivity
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS

VOLUME 78, NUMBER 7

12 FEBRUARY 2001

Superconducting quantum interference device as a near-quantum-limited
amplifier at 0.5 GHz
Michael Mück, J. B. Kycia, and John Clarke
Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 and Materials Sciences
Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

!Received 10 October 2000; accepted for publication 14 December 2000"
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A dc superconducting quantum interference device !SQUID" with a resonant microstrip input is
operated as an amplifier at temperatures down to 20 mK. A second SQUID is used as a
postamplifier. Below about 100 mK, the noise temperature is 52!20 mK at 538 MHz, estimated
from measurements of signal-to-noise ratio, and 47!10 mK at 519 MHz, estimated from the noise
generated by a resonant circuit coupled to the input. The quantum-limited noise temperatures are 26
and 25 mK, respectively. The measured noise temperature is limited by hot electrons generated by

SQUIDs and lower system noise

Systematics-limited for signals
< 10-26 W ~10-3 of DFSZ axion
power (< 1/100 yoctoWatt).
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Raw data
andSpectrum
hardware synthetic
(✕ few 100 nominal)
Row
with axion
Artificially

Generated Axion-Like Signal
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Gen 2 Projected Sensitivity
ADMX Gen 2: Science ADMX
Prospects
Cavity Frequency (GHz)
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Dilution-refrigerator cooled detectors
allow scanning at or below
“DFSZ” sensitivity at fractional dark-matter halo density.
This defines a “definitive” QCD dark-matter axion search
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Can the RF-cavity experiments do better?
Higher frequencies, higher Q, squeezed states?
Active R&D paths.
a
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FIG. 2. Pulsed spectroscopy with coherent state in storage
cavity (⌅n⇧ ⇥ 1) vs. qubit-cavity detuning s = ⇥g,e ⇥s .
Calculated transition frequencies are overlaid in color. Red
and orange lines are the |g⇧ ⇤ |e⇧ transitions of the qubit
when n = 0 and 1, respectively. Transitions to higher transmon levels (|f ⇧ and |h⇧) are visible because of the small detuning. The arrow indicates the flux bias current used during
Quantum Non-demolition Detection of Single Microwave Photonsthe
in CNOT
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operations.
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… The axion field induces nuclear time-varying moments

SQUID
pickup
loop

Larmor frequency = axion mass ➔ resonant enhancement.
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Search 2: CERN Axion Solar Telescope.
Searching for axions produced in the Sun.
8×1014
cm- 2s ec- 1 ke V- 1

Axions from the sun convert into x-rays inside a
spare LHC dipole magnet

6×1014
4×1014
2×1014
0

0

2

08sep2015
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4
6
E(keV)

8

10

CAST Technology
State-of-the-art x-ray detection borrowed from astrophysics

Grazing-incidence
x-ray optics

Micromegas
x-ray camera;
Si drift detectors
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CAST Search Range

The community is conceptualizing IAXO: a next-generation helioscope.
Larger magnetic field volume.
Better x-ray optics & lower backgrounds.
08sep2015 LJR 26

Helioscope Futurism: IAXO

IAXO magnet
magnet:: 1st concept
Total R = 2 m
Bore diameter = 600 mm
N bores = 8
Average B in bore = 4 T
(in critical surface)

MFOM = 770

!"#$% &'(()*+,
-'45,6.78+
. + /,()94
/ ) 011213

IAXO scenario 2 conservative
Surpass IAXO scenario 3 is
possible
Further optimization ongoing
INT Washington, April 2012
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Igor G. Irastorza / Universidad de
Zaragoza

See talk
I. Shilon

INT Washington, April 2012

26

Igor G. Irastorza / Universidad de
Zaragoza
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Search 3: Photon regeneration
(“shining light through walls”)

Wall

B0
Laser

γ

B0

a

Magnet

Magnet

L

L

P(γ→a→γ) ~ 1/16 (gB0L)4
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Photon
Detector

Laser Axion Searches
e.g., GammeV at FNAL
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Laser Axion Searches: Sensitivity
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Requirements
Laser axion search:
future experiments
Add pair of phase-locked, high finesse optical cavities

• Laser must be “locked” to production cavity.
• Regeneration cavity must be locked to resonance of
production cavity without filling it with light at the laser
wavelength.
• Cavities must be aligned on mirror image modes (as if
inner mirrors and wall were not present).
• Need sensitive readout of weak emission from
regeneration cavity.
Detectors

Laser

IO

Magnet

Magnet
Matched Fabry-Perots

Sensitivity could improve on astrophysical
bounds (red giant, white dwarf, solar)

Durham – Jul2009
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Laser futurism: ALPS-II at DESY
⇠ 10 m
Laser

Detector

cavity mirrors

HERA magnet

wall
(a) ALPS-I

⇠ 10 m

⇠ 10 m

Laser

Detector
cavity mirrors

wall

cavity mirrors

(b) ALPS-IIa

⇠ 100 m

⇠ 100 m

Laser

Detector
(c) ALPS-IIb

⇠ 100 m

⇠ 100 m

Laser

Detector

HERA dipole magnet
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(d) ALPS-IIc

An Experimental Scenario:
Focus on Three Key Technologies

Laser: current

helioscope: current
Laser: locked FP
helioscope: 10-year
cavity: next year

cavity: 3-year
cavity: challenging
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Theory challenges going forward (1) include
Gamma ray propagation:
e.g., Can we better understand gamma-rays?
Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 000, 000–000 (0000)

Printed 1 March 2012

(MN LATEX style file v2.2)

Evidence for an axion-like particle from PKS 1222+216?
F. Tavecchio1⋆ , M. Roncadelli2 , G. Galanti3 , G. Bonnoli1
1 INAF

– Osservatorio Astronomico di Brera, Via E. Bianchi 46, I–23807 Merate, Italy
Sezione di Pavia, Via A. Bassi 6, I–27100, Pavia, Italy
3 Dipartimento di Fisica, Università dell’Insubria, Via Valleggio 11, I–22100, Como, Italy

2.6529v1 [astro-ph.HE] 29 Feb 2012

2 INFN,

1 March 2012
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ABSTRACT

The surprising discovery by MAGIC of an intense, rapidly varying very high energy (E > 50
GeV) emission from the flat spectrum radio quasar PKS 1222+216 represents a challenge for
all interpretative scenarios. Indeed, in order to avoid absorption of γ rays in the dense ultraviolet radiation field of the broad line region (BLR), one is forced to invoke the existence of a
very compact (r ∼ 1014 cm) emitting region at a large distance (R > 1018 cm) from the jet
base. We present a scenario based on the standard blazar model for PKS 1222+216 where γ
rays are produced close to the central engine, but we add the new assumption that inside the
source photons can oscillate into axion-like particles, which are a generic prediction of many
extensions of the Standard Model of elementary particle interactions. As a result, a considerable fraction of photons can escape absorption from the BLR much in the same way as they
largely avoid absorption from extragalactic background light when propagating over cosmic
distances. We show that observations can be explained in this way for reasonable values of the
model parameters, and in particular we find it quite remarkable that the most favourable value
of photon-ALP coupling happens to be the same in both situations. An independent laboratory
check of our proposal can be performed by the planned upgrade of the ALPS experiment at
DESY.
Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — γ–rays: theory — galaxies: individual:
PKS 1222+216

IRAS Images of the Galac

Theory challenges going forward (2) include

The images shown below were downloaded from the Skyview Virtua
the Galactic plane in the direction of galactic coordinates (l,b) =
wavelengths (12, 25, 60 and 100 !m). The maps on the left have a
the right 30° x30°.

Axion Bose-condensates & structure:
Is the dark matter a Bose condensate? Does it matter?

The images show a triangular feature. The position of the feature is
top. The color scale of the images is the default ('Stern special'
Observatory. The images have not been proce

The triangular feature can be interpreted as the imprint of a caustic
dust in the Galactic disk. See astro-ph/0109296. The ring has radi
maps in a direction tangent to the ring. Looking in the tangent dir
cross-section of the ring. The cross-section of a caustic ring of dark
This catastrophe has the shape of a triangle except that the vertices
dust responds to the gravitational field of the dark matter caustic. Th
caustic but retains its triangular s

E.g.,
look where a ring would be
caustic rings of dark matter are predicted to lie in the Galactic p
inTheour
galaxy
the vertices
points away from the galactic center. The triangular
properties.
Skyview virtual observatory

To see larger size, click on the thu

10° x 10°

(a)

(b)

Triangular
Feature
Locator

12 !m

25 !m

Isern et al., 2010

(c)

(d)

Nararajan & Sikivie, 2005

FIG. 13: Cross sections of the inner caustics produced by the axially symmetric initial velocity field
of Eq. (27) with g1 = −0.033, and (a) c1 = 0, (b) c2 = 0.01, (c) c3 = 0.05, (d) c3 = 0.1. Increasing
the rotational component of the initial velocity field causes the tent caustic (a) to transform into
a tricusp ring (d).
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60 !m

Theory challenges going forward (3) include
Prepared for submission to JCAP

How robust are supernovae and white-dwarf bounds?

Isern et al., 2012

arXiv:1507.07569v1 [hep-ph] 27 Jul 2015

Self-induced flavor conversion of
supernova neutrinos on small scales

S. Chakraborty,a R. S. Hansen,b I. Izaguirre,a and G. G. Ra↵elta
a Max-Planck-Institut

für Physik (Werner-Heisenberg-Institut),
Föhringer Ring 6, 80805 München, Germany
b Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
E-mail: sovan@mpp.mpg.de, rshansen@phys.au.dk, izaguirr@mpp.mpg.de,
ra↵elt@mpp.mpg.de

Abstract. Self-induced flavor conversion of supernova (SN) neutrinos is a generic feature
of neutrino-neutrino dispersion. The corresponding run-away modes in flavor space can
spontaneously break the original symmetries of the neutrino flux and in particular can spontaneously produce small-scale features as shown in recent schematic studies. However, the
unavoidable “multi-angle matter e↵ect” shifts these small-scale instabilities into regions of
matter and neutrino density which are not encountered on the way out from a SN. The traditional modes which are uniform on the largest scales are most prone for instabilities and
thus provide the most sensitive test for the appearance of self-induced flavor conversion. As
a by-product we clarify the relation between the time evolution of an expanding neutrino
gas and the radial evolution of a stationary SN neutrino flux. Our results depend on several
simplifying assumptions, notably stationarity of the solution, the absence of a “backward”
neutrino flux caused by residual scattering, and global spherical symmetry of emission.
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Conclusions (1)
Listen to Nature:
We’re keeping our eye on the LHC and WIMP detectors.
The jury is certainly still out, but if SUSY-WIMPs remain
First, in honor of LHC turn-on, an
undetected, you might want to look harder at axions.
update on SUSY searches at LHC

Atlas/CMS: no sign of mSUGRA at LHC7:
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Conclusions (2)
On the other hand, some say, LHC finding
SUSY may strongly suggest axion dark matter.
Why thermally-produced neutralinoonly DM is not the answer
(in spite of the hype):
Generates too much or too little DM; only
rarely is std h2 ⇠ 0.11 : fine-tuned!
gravitino problem and BBN constraints

neglects the strong CP problem and its
solution

H. Baer
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Overall Conclusions
Axions: A very compelling dark-matter candidate.
The QCD dark-matter axion is well bounded in mass and couplings.
The dark-matter axion focus is 1-100 μeV axion masses.
There are many search techniques, but the RF-cavity one is most sensitive.
ADMX is largest and most mature; several others are on the horizon.
The next several years will either see a discovery or reject the QCD
dark-matter axion hypothesis.
The space of variant axion (non “QCD”) models is wide open.
Major efforts are underway for solar axions and laser experiments.
And ideas are out there for searching for very low-mass axions
(inspired by string theory and anthropic arguments).
Quite starkly: These experiments have the sensitivity and mass reach to
either detect or rule out QCD dark-matter axions at high confidence.
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